Mission Description
Version 06/07/2020
This is a fundraiser of Blue Knights Germany XXXI - Berlin e.V.
in favor of the foundation Björn Schulz
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§ 1 - Mission
To ride along a triangle-shape route of minimum 100 km (≈ 62 miles)
linear distance between each stage.

§ 2 - Conditions
1. The route must be completed by a single biker with a single motorbike (no sozia).
2. The mission is complete once the biker returns to the starting point.
3. Each biker must determine in advance two stages to be reached during the journey.
These stages shall be typical POIs like memorials, viewpoints, tourist attractions or
popular restaurants. There must be a 100-km-linear distance between them.
4. The mission shall not start before sunrise and shall end before sunset on the same
day.
5. Traffic regulations must be followed at all times. The motorbike must comply with
licensing regulations.
6. Participants must not compromise their own safety or that of others. Consumption of
stimulants is forbidden. Please make sure you take a break when needed. You must
stop the mission if you are extremely tired or if you are unable to continue safely.
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§ 3 – Documentation
1. Bikers must take a selfie at the start of the circuit as well as at each stage. The
motorcyclist and the location must be recognizable on the photo. If possible, activate
the date and GPS position on your camera.
2. Please record your mileage at the start, at every stage and at the end of the circuit.
3. The route can be recorded by a GPS tracker. If you ride as a group, there is only need
for one record.
4. You can report your results online via www.mission.de. Alternatively you can use the
form below. Once you have filled the form, please sign and return it to us either
electronically at meldung@mission-triangel.de or by post. Please include your 4
selfies as well as, if applicable, your GPS recording to your report.
5. Participants must give up their copyright and give authorization for the publication of
their photos and results. No names or registration numbers will be published.

§ 4 – Fees
1. The fee for the mission is 50 €. It can be sent via PayPal to marcel@schommer.de or
to the following bank account:
BANK
DKB (Deutsche Kreditbank)
BIC
BYLADEM1001
IBAN
DE79 1203 0000 0015 3816 59
2. The amount left after deductions (patch, coin, certificate, shipping costs) will be
collected and donated to the Björn-Schulz-Stiftung. Every participant will receive a
donation receipt at the beginning of the following year.
3. If your documents do not comply with the mission rules, the fee will be refunded via
bank transfer.

§ 5 – Approval
1. The approval process will only be carried out after receipt of payment and all required
documents. The approval is performed by Blue Knights Germany XXXI - Berlin e.V.
2. After successful approval the biker will receive a certificate and a dated mission patch.
3.

First-timers will also receive a challenge coin.

4. The names and itineraries of successful participants will be published online.
5. Participants can only enter one triangle mission per year.
6. No legal action can be taken.
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MISSION TRIANGLE
§ 6 – General information
1. The decision to part take in the challenge can be spontaneous. You can also decide to
ride alone or as a group.
2. You don’t need to register your mission in advance.
3. Blue Knights membership is not necessary.
4. You simply have to provide all documents and meet all requirements and your
mission will be approved.
5. If two participants cross each other’s path along the mission and one of them doesn’t
have their challenge-coin, they can be asked to treat the other for a refreshment.
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Reporting Form
☐ Driver
salutation*

☐ Passager
username

age

surnome*

email*

street*

telephone*

Postcode / place / country

club / chapter

Motorcycle
brand

construction year

plate*

vehicle type

name of the motorcycle

Details of the mission
date

☐ group trip

the people who come with you with his own motorcycle

Passenger

Start
description
street*
postcode – place - country
GPS coordinates

☐ home address*

time

☐ after sunrise

mileage

☐ made selfie
- driver and object recognizable
- checked camera time
* information will not be published
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Destination 1

Destination 2

description

description

street

street

postcode – place - country

postcode – place - country

GPS coordinates

GPS coordinates

time

mileage

☐ made selfie
- driver and object recognizable
- checked camera time

time

mileage

☐ made selfie
- driver and object recognizable
- checked camera time

Last destination
☐ Retour au point de départ
time

☐ before sunset

mileage

☐ made selfie
- driver and object recognizable
- checked camera time

☐ Online form filled in or registration form
scanned by email to meldung@missiontriangel.de or by post
☐ Participation fee of € 50 instructed by
bank transfer or PayPal
☐ Receive patch, mission medal and
certificate within one month
☐ Receipt of donation received at the end of
the calendar year.

Experience report / remarks

The mission report is for your own records. They can help you not to forget any information
and can be submitted instead of online registration

_________________________________________
Signature, date
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